creates the same kinds of problems as a single executive who imposes a conservative or liberal perspective. Members of the public who share the perspective of the Court minority lack meaningful representation on many important issues, the judicial appointment process has become highly politicized as each side fights for a Court majority, and we increase the risk of ill-advised decisions.
Accordingly, I argue in this Article for a Supreme Court that functions on an ideologically balanced basis. 3 With ideological balance, the Court would provide meaningful representation to all, it would defuse the politicization of judicial appointments, and it would make wiser decisions. On the relevant metrics, a Court with ideological balance is superior to a Court that brings an ideological bias to its work. Indeed, it is difficult to identify a good reason for permitting the Court to function with a majority on one side or the other of the ideological spectrum. While we can point to the principle of majority rule to justify partisan control in the executive or legislative branches, popular majorities do not deserve special recognition in a judicial branch that should be guided by legal principle rather than popular sentiment.
II. THE RATIONALE FOR IDEOLOGICAL BALANCE ON THE SUPREME COURT
When all of its seats are filled, the Supreme Court operates with either a conservative or liberal majority. 4 As a result, on politically controversial issues, the Court majority is able to impose its preferences on the entire country. These onesided decisions leave the losing side-often half or more of the public-without a voice in the shaping of constitutional policy. That half of the public lacks meaningful In recent years, the conservative-liberal split has lined up with partisan politics. For most of the Court's history, there were conservative Justices who had been appointed by Democratic presidents, and liberal Justices who had been appointed by Republican presidents. Since 2010, the Justices in the liberal wing of the Court all were nominated by Democratic presidents, and the Justices in the conservative wing all were nominated by Republican presidents. Neal Devins & Lawrence Baum, Split Definitive: How Party Polarization Turned the Supreme Court into a Partisan Court, 2016 SUP. CT. REV. 301 (2016) . To be sure, if Justices merely acted like umpires, doing something akin to the calling of balls and strikes, as suggested by Chief Justice John Roberts in his confirmation hearings, 5 a Justice's political philosophy would not matter. But of course, a Justice's political philosophy does matter. 6 Otherwise, Republican Senators would have considered Merrick Garland's nomination to the Supreme Court in 2016, and other nominations also would not fail because of partisan opposition. Some Justices take more conservative positions, while others take more liberal positions. 7 A conservative majority will render different decisions on environmental regulation, reproductive rights, or voting rights than will a liberal majority. When Court decisions reflect the philosophical leanings of the Justices, and decisions can be determined by one side of the political spectrum, our system denies genuine representation for the other side of the political spectrum. And that is fundamentally unfair in a constitutional system based on the principle of representation for all.
It is especially unfair because political views should not carry the same weight in the courts as in Congress or the White House. While there are important arguments for giving the political majority greater power than the political minority in the legislative and executive branches, 8 those arguments do not carry over to the judicial branch. Justices and judges are authorized to decide based on legal principle, not based on popular preferences. The unfairness is compounded by the fact that one side can lack meaningful representation for long periods of time. We generally trust majority rule because the composition of the majority will vary from one decision to another. One may lose on a foreign policy question but prevail on a domestic policy question. Over the long haul, each person will win many times even if not most of the time. But, majority rule becomes unfair when some people are persistently in the minority, always losing 8 While I agree that one can make important normative arguments for majority rule, I also believe that one can make stronger arguments for the sharing of power between the majority and minority, especially when the public is fairly evenly divided in a two-party system, as is the case in the United States.
ISSN 0041-9915 (print) 1942-8405 (online) • DOI 10.5195/lawreview.2018.565 http://lawreview.law.pitt.edu out. As Justice Byron White wrote, the Constitution is violated when "a particular group has been . . . denied its chance to effectively influence the political process." 9 At the Supreme Court, with its lifelong tenure for Justices, the minority can be effectively denied its ability to influence key judicial decisions for many years. 10 Denying meaningful representation also compromises the credibility of the judiciary. When guaranteed a fair process, people are likely more willing to accept decisions that do not go their way. But without a voice, the losing side becomes more inclined toward resistance.
With ideological balance, the Court would respond to the problem of nonrepresentation by giving voice to both sides of the political spectrum. Conservatives and liberals alike could always be sure that Supreme Court decisions take into account their perspectives.
Ideological balance also would defuse the partisan maneuvering that plagues the judicial appointment process. While partisan confirmation battles are not new, the judicial appointment process has become persistently and increasingly partisan for both Supreme Court Justices and lower federal court judges since Democrats blocked Republican President Ronald Reagan's nomination of Judge Robert Bork to the Supreme Court in 1987. 11 When power is divided between a Democratic president and a Republican Senate, or a Republican president and a Democratic Senate, many nominees are denied a hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee, or the Committee votes against sending nominations to the floor for a vote. 12 Moreover, even when a judge or Justice is approved by the Senate, the process may stretch out over months or years. Because of the partisan barriers to appointment, a 9 Davis v. Bandemer, 478 U.S. 109, 132-33 (1986) . This concern about persistent denial of influence in the political process provides a key reason for courts to invoke the Equal Protection Clause to protect people against discrimination. David Orentlicher, With ideological balance on the Court, where neither party could gain a majority, there would be no payoff from partisan obstruction. Blocking appointments would not increase a party's ability to impose its political philosophy. Accordingly, Supreme Court vacancies would be filled more swiftly.
With ideological balance, the Court also would generate wiser decisions. Conservative and liberal Justices bring different perspectives about the balance between state and federal power, government power and individual liberties, and corporate power and consumer rights. We all benefit when legal rules reflect the perspectives of both sides of the ideological spectrum rather than the views of one side. Neither side has a monopoly on the truth; both sides have their policy blind spots. Conservative Justices can steer their liberal counterparts away from misguided decisions and toward desirable decisions, and liberal Justices can do the same for their conservative partners. In other words, with ideological balance, the Court would find a middle ground between conservative and liberal viewpoints and generate better decisions overall.
Even for those who think their side of the philosophical divide is the correct side, they should prefer a Court with ideological balance. Suppose one is conservative and believes that conservative majorities issue better decisions. Since American voters are nearly evenly split between Democratic and Republican voters, one can expect conservative majorities roughly half of the time and liberal majorities the other half of the time. For the conservative voter, half of the decisions over time would be good and half would be bad. Because the harm from bad decisions can be much greater than the benefit from good decisions (consider the difference between losing one's wealth from bad investments and increasing one's wealth from good ISSN 0041-9915 (print) 1942-8405 (online) • DOI 10.5195/lawreview.2018.565 http://lawreview.law.pitt.edu investments), one would be better off overall with decisions that always are balanced between conservative and liberal viewpoints.
Finally, with ideological balance, the Court would be more faithful to the framers' intentions for our constitutional system. The founding fathers worried greatly about narrowly-interested "factions" pursuing their self-interest to the detriment of the overall public good. Accordingly, the constitutional drafters designed a system that they thought would block factional control of the national government. 14 But the framers did not anticipate the extent to which political parties would form powerful factions that could gain control of government power. For example, the framers did not anticipate how partisan ties between presidents and members of Congress would overcome the intended checking and balancing roles that the executive and legislative branches would play. 15 Similarly, the framers did not expect-nor did they want-a Supreme Court that would reflect the views of only one side of the political spectrum. Because the constitutional design has failed to ensure the framers' desired ideological balance, reform is needed now.
But, one might ask, is there always a middle ground to be found? Isn't there either a right to an abortion or not a right to abortion? Isn't there either a right to bear arms or not?
Even in such cases, Justices can compromise, and in fact they often have, especially when the resolution of controversial issues is driven by relatively moderate, "swing" Justices. For both abortion and guns, the Court has recognized a right but also given the government power to regulate the right. States can encourage women to choose childbirth over abortion, they can require a 24-hour waiting period before the procedure is performed, and they can require parental notification before a minor's abortion (as long as minors can bypass parental notification by going to court). 16 In the case of the right to bear arms, the government can require rigorous background checks for gun purchasers and limit the firepower of guns that can be sold. 17 14 The European approach to the judiciary also indicates that a middle ground always can be found. Specialized constitutional courts are responsible for constitutional decisions in European countries. 18 The Justices on those courts typically are moderate and operate on the basis of consensus, with dissenting opinions rare and in some countries nonexistent. 19
III. ACHIEVING IDEOLOGICAL BALANCE
How would we generate ideological balance on the Supreme Court? We could seek a Court made up of Justices each of whom is politically moderate, as is typical for the European constitutional courts. That could be achieved by ensuring that all nominees secure the support of both Democratic and Republican elected officials.
Alternatively, we could seek a Court that has an overall ideological balance between conservative and liberal Justices, similar to New Jersey's practice for its state supreme court. 20 To achieve an overall balance, there could be an even number of Justices, with half reserved for Democratic nominees and half reserved for Republican nominees. 21 With this approach, we would make permanent the balance on the Court that existed between the death of Justice Antonin Scalia in February 2016 and the appointment of Justice Neil Gorsuch in April 2017, with its 4-4 split between conservative and liberal Justices.
A third approach would be to seek ideologically balanced decisions rather than ideologically balanced Justices or an ideologically balanced Court. For example, we could require the Court to issue decisions that are supported by a supermajority of Justices, as on the Nebraska and North Dakota Supreme Courts. 22 Or to be even more 18 confident of ideological balance, we could require the Court to operate on the basis of consensus. Some constitutional courts in Europe seek ideological balance by requiring both the appointment of moderate Justices and the making of decisions on the basis of consensus. 23 I will discuss the three approaches separately and then consider the advantages and disadvantages for each.
A. Ideologically Balanced Justices
Under this reform, the goal would be to appoint Justices who are philosophically moderate rather than strongly conservative or liberal in their judicial philosophy. 24 In European countries, this is accomplished by requiring approval of nominees by a supermajority vote and therefore by elected officials on both sides of the political aisle. 25 In Germany, for example, nominees to the Constitutional Court must receive a two-thirds vote of approval, so must appeal to legislators across the ideological spectrum. 26 We have had something like that in the United States, with Supreme Court justices must agree before legislation can be deemed unconstitutional. N.D. CONST. art. VI, § § 2, 4. 23 Ferejohn & Pasquino, supra note 18, at 1681, 1692-93. 24 While there may be some Justices who truly lie in the middle of the political spectrum, most will come to the bench with either conservative or liberal leanings. By "moderate" Justices, I mean Justices whose conservative or liberal leanings are mild rather than strong. 25 Ferejohn & Pasquino, supra note 18, at 1681. 26 GEORG VANBERG, THE POLITICS OF CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW IN GERMANY 83 (2005); Bruce Ackerman, The New Separation of Powers, 113 HARV. L. REV. 633, 669 (2000). The German model has developed a number of features to reduce partisan battles over nominees. As indicated, the requirement of a two-thirds vote for approval prevents the majority party from imposing its preferences. To further avoid conflict over individual nominees, the major parties have agreed to an even allocation of seats between themselves with a smaller number of seats for the minor parties. Supreme Court nominees being subjected to the filibuster rule, 27 but the minority party did not exercise its filibuster power on a regular basis to force nomination of moderate candidates. And when it did, the majority party eliminated the filibuster rule, in 2013 for lower court nominees, 28 and again in 2017 for Supreme Court nominees. 29 Perhaps a requirement of approval by a two-thirds vote of the Senate would result in a process more like that in Germany, with its nomination of relatively moderate judges.
A second way to ensure nomination of moderate Justices would be for the Senate to exercise its advisory role for judicial nominations 30 and create a judicial nominating commission with an equal number of Senate Democrats and Senate Republicans. 31 For each judicial opening, the commission could recommend a small number of potential nominees to the president. Such a system would generate moderate nominees because strongly conservative nominees would be unacceptable to the Democratic members of the commission, and strongly liberal nominees would be unacceptable to the Republican members of the commission. More appointees would be like Byron White in their moderation and fewer like William Brennan or Antonin Scalia at one end or the other of the ideological spectrum. 32 Of course, presidents already look to the Senate for guidance in their nomination of lower court judges. Often, presidents defer to the recommendations of a state's senators; in Wisconsin, the process has been formalized with a nominating commission that makes recommendations to the state's senators. 33 In addition, some 27 While Senate actions typically require majority support for passage, a motion to close debate (cloture) required a 60-vote majority. Opponents could block adoption of a bill or approval of a presidential nominee as long as they had 41 votes to block a cloture motion through a filibuster. CHRISTOPHER states rely on nominating commissions for appointments to their courts of appeal and supreme courts.
B. An Ideologically Balanced Court
Under this reform, there would be an even number of Justices, say eight, ten, twelve, or more, 34 and the seats would be evenly divided between conservative and liberal seats. If a conservative seat opened, the new Justice would be chosen from a pool of conservative candidates, and if a liberal seat opened, the new Justice would be chosen from a pool of liberal candidates.
The model of judicial nominating commissions could be used to identify the pool of candidates. Instead of a single bipartisan nominating commission favoring moderate nominees, there could be two nominating commissions, one for conservative appointments and the other for liberal appointments. One commission could include the Senate Majority Leader and the chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee; the other commission could include the Senate Minority Leader and the ranking minority member of the Senate Judiciary Committee. 35 When a conservative seat opened up, the Republican nominating commission could recommend potential nominees to the president, and when a liberal seat opened up, the Democratic nominating commission could recommend potential nominees to the president.
Note a key advantage of linking the ideology of appointments to the nominators rather than the nominees. If a Democratic president is obliged to nominate a conservative Justice, or a Republican president to nominate for a liberal seat, we would have to worry about efforts by presidents to game the system. The Democratic president might seek a liberal Republican for a conservative seat, and a Republican president might seek a conservative Democrat for a liberal seat. By linking ideology to the elected officials with nominating authority, we can rely on the officials' selfinterest to achieve the desired ideological balance. The Republican nominating commission would be careful to identify conservative candidates, and the Democratic nominating commission would be careful to identify liberal candidates. 36 34 Of course, elected officials might try to game a system with equal numbers of conservative and liberal Justices by blocking the other side from filling an open seat. For example, if a conservative Justice stepped down, and Democrats held a majority in the Senate, they might deny a hearing to a new nominee, preserving a majority of liberal Justices. To prevent that kind of gaming, the law could require recusal of a liberal Justice until the open seat was filled 37 so all cases would be decided by an evenly balanced Court. Recusal would be desirable in other situations to maintain an even balance among Justices participating in decisions. For example, if a Justice had to recuse in a particular case because of a personal conflict of interest, we would want a judge from the other side of the political spectrum to recuse for that case.
Elected officials also might try to game the system by forcing the other side to nominate relatively moderate Justices. For example, a Republican Senate might try to block a Democratic president's effort to appoint a strongly liberal Justice. To avoid that problem, reform could eliminate Senate confirmation and require the president to choose among candidates identified by the nominating commissions. Some states have similar approaches for appointments to their state supreme courts, with participation by the governor and a judicial commission. In Indiana, the governor must choose from a group of candidates proposed by a judicial nominating commission. 38 In California, a judicial appointments commission must approve the governor's nominee to the state supreme court. 39 Neither state requires a legislative vote.
Imposing a balance between liberals and conservatives on the Supreme Court may seem odd, but something similar has been done in New Jersey for many years. It also would not be novel to have an even number of Justices on the Supreme Court. While an odd number of Justices is the more common approach for high courts, it is by no means the only approach. For example, the constitutional courts in Germany and Spain have sixteen and twelve judges, respectively. 43 Similarly, Austria's constitutional court has twenty judges, and Belgium's has twelve. 44 I will address later the concern that an even ideological balance would result in too much gridlock.
C. Ideologically Balanced Decisions
Under this reform, decisions would require support from at least a supermajority of Justices or perhaps the full Court. With the current nine-Justice Court, a cohort of at least six Justices would constitute a supermajority needed to How large should the supermajority be? Since there may be times when six Justices are either conservative or liberal, it probably would be necessary to require more than a two-thirds supermajority to ensure that decisions always reflect the perspectives of both sides of the philosophical divide. Likely, it would make most sense to require decision making by consensus of the entire Court.
While concerns might arise about the ability of a Court to operate effectively when it can render decisions only by supermajority vote, we know from the experience in Nebraska, North Dakota, and Europe that high courts can function well with supermajority voting, including decision making based on consensus.
Of course, decision by consensus should be easier on courts whose judges generally are politically moderate, as with the European constitutional courts. But we also have an important example of decision making by consensus when the decision makers bring different ideological perspectives to the table-the Swiss Federal Council. The Federal Council exercises the executive power in Switzerland in a consensual manner, and it includes seven members who represent the major political parties in the country. 46 The comparison with European courts raises an important question. Supermajority voting exists in Europe, but it does so in a system where only the constitutional court can decide constitutional questions. In the United States, where lower courts also decide constitutional questions, there may be a greater risk that supermajority voting on the Supreme Court would result in deadlock on particular issues, leaving more issues to be decided by circuit courts of appeal. In the next section, I will explain why this is not likely to happen.
IV. CHOOSING AMONG THE DIFFERENT PATHS TO IDEOLOGICAL BALANCE
With three potential paths to ideological balance, is one preferable to the others? Each approach has some advantages and disadvantages. On balance, a combination of approaches makes the most sense. 45 A supermajority requirement is an implicit feature of a Court evenly split between conservative and liberal Justices-the ideologically balanced Court discussed in the previous section. If there are four conservative and four liberal Justices, for example, a supermajority of five Justices (62.5%) would be needed to render a decision. 
A. Ideologically Balanced Justices
Basing reform on a goal of making ideologically moderate appointments carries the key advantage of being applicable not only to appellate courts but to district courts as well. The Supreme Court leaves many issues to be decided by the circuit courts of appeal, which in turn may leave issues to be decided by the trial courts. For such issues, ideological balance would not be achieved if balance were incorporated only into the higher courts.
And politically moderate appointments would be especially valuable at the district court level, where there is only one judge deciding each case. It would be fairer to litigants overall to have their claims resolved by a moderate judge rather than by a conservative or liberal judge. A conservative judge's philosophical leanings may favor one side of a contest, while a liberal judge's leanings may favor the other side. A moderate judge is least likely to reach decisions that favor one side or the other because of the judge's philosophical perspective. 47 Ideologically moderate appointments are also beneficial because lawyers aspiring to the bench would not need to become politically active with one party or the other in order to improve their chances of appointment.
There are a few disadvantages to a policy based on ideologically moderate appointments. First, at the appellate level, courts would bring a narrower range of judicial views to their deliberations. In general, diversity of perspectives fosters better decision making. 48 An appellate court that includes strongly conservative and liberal members would approach its decisions with a greater range of viewpoints than would a court filled with only moderate appointees. Second, while Justices or judges might be seen as moderate when appointed, they may become more conservative or liberal over time-the "ideological drift" phenomenon. At some times, drift might result in a relatively conservative court, while at other times, it might result in a relatively liberal court.
Finally, it would take time to fully implement this reform. As Justices or judges step down from the appellate bench, they could be replaced by moderate appointees. But for many years, higher courts will have a mix of conservative, liberal, and moderate Justices or judges, and the mix could lean either conservative or liberal overall. 
B. Ideologically Balanced Courts
Having ideologically balanced courts-courts with even numbers of conservative and liberal Justices or judges-addresses the ideological diversity problem of a system whose Justices and judges all are philosophically moderate. An ideologically balanced court can include a wide range of perspectives among its members.
In addition, implementation could be achieved quickly by increasing the number of seats on courts that lack an ideological balance currently. In the case of the Supreme Court, for example, with its 5-4 conservative majority, increasing the size of the Court by one liberal Justice would allow for rapid balance.
One might worry that an evenly divided court could deadlock with some frequency. However, it is unlikely to do so. To be sure, the Supreme Court punted on a number of key cases when it had a 4-4 conservative-liberal balance between Justice Scalia's death and Justice Gorsuch's appointment. Punting is an attractive option when the 4-4 balance is temporary, as it was then-but punting is not so tempting when the division of power is permanent. If the Justices knew that there always would be an even sharing of power, they could not delay their rulings in the hope that they would later be able to secure a majority for their views.
In addition to lacking an incentive to punt, Justices on an evenly-divided Court would have a strong incentive to find the middle ground. Supreme Court Justices want to leave their imprint on the law-after spending years, if not decades, maneuvering for a Court appointment and having reached the pinnacle of the judiciary, they would be driven by their desire to leave an important judicial legacy. If the Justices spent their years on the Court bogged down in gridlock, they would not be able to issue key decisions that would allow them to make a difference in resolving important legal questions. Accordingly, they would come to accommodations that would allow them to issue meaningful decisions.
We got a sense of that with the 4-4 Court after Justice Scalia's death. The Justices did more compromising because each side realized it could do its job only by working with the other side. 49 With a permanent ideological balance, the incentives for compromise would be even greater. The experience with juries also suggests that evenly balanced courts would reach decisions regularly. Criminal court juries typically have twelve members and they usually have to reach unanimous decisions. Hung juries occur, but not very often. Moreover, juries reach their unanimous decisions in a setting that allows for less compromise than does a decision by an appellate court. A criminal jury must acquit or convict. 51
Game theory provides further reason to believe that balanced courts would find middle ground regularly. Game theory can identify the kinds of relationships that are likely to encourage cooperative rather than oppositional strategies. An evenly balanced court would incorporate key elements of cooperative relationships. For example, when individuals have an ongoing relationship with frequent and repeated interactions, as with members of an appellate court, they are much more likely to choose cooperation with each other than when they have a one-shot relationship. Cooperation is also more likely in relationships with an indefinite time horizon, as with Justices and judges who have lifetime appointments, than when there is a finite time horizon. Finally, cooperation is more common among individuals who come to their relationship with equal status and authority. That is true about appellate court Justices or judges, except perhaps with Chief Justices or Judges. The extra authority of a Chief Justice or Judge may not be that important, but if it is, we could make the Chief's role a rotating position, much as the members of the Swiss Federal Council rotate through the position of president so they remain true equals in the Swiss executive branch. 52 50 There are some disadvantages to a policy of ideologically balanced courts. Ideological diversity with an overall ideological balance only works for appellate courts where there are multiple judges or Justices. A single district court judge cannot bring ideological diversity to the bench. In addition, as with a system favoring moderate appointments, the approach of overall ideological balance suffers from the problem of ideological drift. Judges or Justices nominated because of their conservative leanings may take more liberal positions than expected, as happened with Harry Blackmun and David Souter. Similarly, appointees chose for their liberal viewpoints may vote in a more conservative fashion than expected, as happened with John Harlan and Potter Stewart. 53
C. Ideologically Balanced Decisions
Requiring ideologically balanced decisions through strong supermajority voting would be the simplest reform. Since decisions would require support from both sides of the ideological spectrum, we would generally get a diversity of perspectives without having to change the method of nomination and appointment for the Supreme Court or the circuit courts of appeals.
Supermajority voting also addresses the problem of ideological drift. Even with Republican appointees becoming more liberal or Democratic appointees becoming more conservative, decisions still would require support from both conservatives and liberals. And supermajority voting can be implemented immediately, without any lag time.
Supermajority voting fits in well with constitutional principle. To the extent that an appellate court overrides a federal legislative or executive act, it is overriding the majority will. Requiring a supermajority to override protects the principle of majority rule against judicial overreach. Federal courts do not exercise the same level of deference to state legislative or executive actions, but in those cases, courts are interpreting the Constitution and effectively amending our understanding of the Constitution. Accordingly, it makes sense for courts to do so by supermajority rule, just as amendments to the Constitution require supermajority support from Congress and the states. 54 There are two key drawbacks to supermajority voting. While it would make the appointment process less politicized than it currently stands, it would not defuse the elections for chief justice "on a rotating basis by a vote of all seven Supreme Court judges to a two-year term"). 53 Epstein et al., Ideological Drift, supra note 7, at 1492. 54 U.S. CONST. art. V (requiring two-thirds support in the House and Senate to propose an amendment and three-fourths support among the states to ratify an amendment).
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D. Finding the Ideal Reform
On balance, we probably would do best with a mix of reforms. At the district court level, where a single judge decides, we should ensure the appointment of ideologically moderate judges so neither side of the political spectrum is favored when judges render their decisions. As mentioned, that could be accomplished through the use of a bipartisan judicial nominating commission.
At the circuit court and Supreme Court levels, reform should be based on a combination of all three reforms. To realize the benefits of decision making that results from a diversity of perspectives, we would want to ensure that court rulings reflect a range of political viewpoints among the different Justices or judges. 55 An even balance between conservative and liberal Justices or judges and strong supermajority voting each can provide that diversity. In addition, the two reforms bring separate important advantages. The even balance would fully defuse the politicization of the appointment process, while supermajority voting would only partially do so, 56 and strong supermajority voting would compensate for the problem of ideological drift that can occur with Justices or judges on a court that is supposed to have an even balance of ideologies. 57
Including some politically moderate judges or Justices would be valuable to further increase the diversity of perspectives on appellate courts. It would be desirable to cover the full range of perspectives rather than just those on each end of 55 I have focused on ideological diversity because of the strong influence of political perspective on judicial decision making. Should we also adopt policies to achieve similar balance among Justices or judges on racial, ethnic or gender lines? On one hand, concerns about representation and voice are important for all persons. On the other hand, the empirical evidence suggests that a person's political affiliation may be much more important than other group identifications for their views on matters of public policy. For example, women voters care much more about the political party than about the sex of candidates for political office. the spectrum. In addition, the politically moderate judges or Justices could be drawn from the district courts and bring with them their experience at the trial court level.
How would it look to combine all three reforms? A number of combinations could work. I'll provide one example. For the Supreme Court, Congress could increase the number of seats to twelve and designate four seats for conservative Justices, four for liberal Justices, and four for politically moderate Justices. A Republican nominating commission could identify candidates for the conservative seats, a Democratic nominating commission for the liberal seats, and the two nominating commissions could come together as a bipartisan commission to identify candidates for the moderate seats. Supermajority voting could be included by requiring support for Court decisions by all twelve Justices, or at least a supermajority of ten Justices. With a minimum of ten for the supermajority, at least two Justices would have to come from each of the three ideological blocs.
Another approach would be to try the different models in different states. We rely on the states to test out innovative public policies through their role as laboratories of experimentation. 58 As mentioned, New Jersey already has adopted for its highest court something similar to the model of a court with overall ideological balance. Importantly, amendments to the Constitution typically emerge from models developed by states. 59
V. IS THERE A DOWNSIDE TO IDEOLOGICAL BALANCE?
We might worry that a requirement of ideological balance and the need for compromise would preclude decisions that bring major change to the country. Courts often are viewed as engines of social reform. Would change come slowly and only in small steps?
Of course, incremental change can be a virtue. By making limited rather than expansive changes, courts reduce the risk of causing great harm from erroneous decisions. 60 Proceeding in small steps allows courts to test their theories carefully and maximize the likelihood that they are taking legal doctrine in the right direction. In addition, by proceeding at an incremental pace on important issues, courts promote discussion and deliberation by the public and its elected officials on those 58 issues and the opportunity for meaningful participation in the decision making process. 61 Sweeping decisions short-circuit the democratic process and can provoke stiff resistance and a backlash that compromise the very principles that the courts were trying to advance and leave those principles with weaker recognition in the end. 62 But even if major change is important, the Supreme Court's history demonstrates that Justices and judges from different sides of the ideological spectrum can come together to issue path breaking decisions. In fact, many of the Court's landmark decisions enjoyed broad support among the Justices. When the Court struck down segregated schools in Brown v. Board of Education, the vote was unanimous. 63 Similarly, Roe v. Wade was decided by a 7-2 vote. 64 On many issues, conservatives and liberals agree. Indeed, it is often said that people agree 80% of the time and disagree 20% of the time. Ideological balance would drive courts toward the 80% common ground and away from the 20% where perspectives differ.
Moreover, as Gerald Rosenberg has observed, the Supreme Court plays a more limited role in implementing social reform than is commonly assumed. There are important structural constraints on the effectiveness of the courts. As Alexander Hamilton wrote in Federalist 78, the judicial branch is the "weakest" branch because it controls neither the "sword or the purse" and must rely instead on the other branches of government to carry out its decisions. 65 With these and other constraints (e.g., the political pressures that the president and Congress can exert on courts), judicially-driven social reform generally requires that political, social and economic change already have begun. It also requires substantial support for reform from the president and Congress. 66 Thus, for example, the Supreme Court's 1954 school desegregation decision in Brown v. Board of Education did not result in any real integration of southern schools ISSN 0041-9915 (print) 1942-8405 (online) • DOI 10.5195/lawreview.2018.565 http://lawreview.law.pitt.edu for a decade. National, state, and local political leaders, as well as the public, did not provide support for-and indeed often opposed-the integration of schools. Ten years after Brown, a number of factors allowed the decision to have an impact in the South. Congress passed the Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare exercised its authority under the two Acts to shape school policies, and public sentiment had shifted. As a result, the decision in Brown and subsequent judicial decisions were able to desegregate southern public schools. 67 The lesson from Brown and other key cases is that courts can play an important role in social reform, but they cannot do so when they try to implement policies that go significantly against the grain of existing social norms. Rather, they must work in tandem with prevailing political and social currents. Supreme Court Justices generally recognize this reality. While they felt comfortable issuing their opinion in Brown by a unanimous vote that included conservatives Felix Frankfurter and Sherman Minton, the Justices declined to override bans on interracial marriage two years later in Naim v. Naim. 68 Instead, they waited until the Loving 69 case in 1967 when public sentiment was more receptive to a decision on behalf of mixed-race couples. 70 Even what is perhaps the Court's most controversial modern opinion, Roe v. Wade, came at a point when public support for a right to abortion was strong enough, with a majority of Americans reporting that they supported a right in at least some circumstances. 71 Moreover, states had started to liberalize their abortion statutes, and a decision in favor of abortion rights could attract broad support among the Justices. When the Court fails to reflect public sentiment, it can trigger backlash. The Kelo eminent domain case provides a useful illustration. In that case, the Court upheld the ability of governments to exercise their power of eminent domain and seize the property of homeowners for privately-operated economic development. 73 Public anger erupted quickly, and it led states across the country to pass statutes curtailing the eminent domain power. Within five years of the Kelo decision, fortythree states had revised their eminent domain statutes to make them more restrictive. 74 In short, requiring ideological balance probably will not have a significant effect on the likelihood that the Supreme Court or courts of appeal will champion social reform. However, ideological balance will promote the key benefits that winner-take-all politics lack-broad representation for the public in the decisionmaking process and wiser decisions. In addition, requiring ideological balance will defuse what has become a drawn out and highly partisan judicial selection process.
VI. IMPLEMENTING REFORM
If we want to ensure ideologically balanced Justices, courts, or decisions, how would that be accomplished? Can it happen by statute, would a constitutional amendment be required, or are there other paths to adoption?
A. Ideologically Balanced Justices
As mentioned earlier, we could ensure ideologically balanced or moderate appointments in at least a couple of ways. We could follow the European approach and require that any appointment be approved by a supermajority of the Senate. Alternatively, the Senate could create a bipartisan judicial nominating commission that would recommend potential nominees acceptable to both parties.
There are no bars to the Senate creating a judicial nominating commission as a way to meet its Article II, Section 2 responsibility to provide "advice" to the President for judicial appointments, and the Senate could make clear that it would consent only to nominees recommended by its commission. However, since the Constitution rests nominating authority with the President, the Senate could not 73 directly require the president to abide by its recommendations. For that, a constitutional amendment would be needed.
As to requiring a supermajority vote for approval, that probably would require a constitutional amendment. Since the Constitution specifies supermajority votes for some responses by the Senate to presidential action, as with ratification of a proposed treaty or overriding of presidential vetoes, 75 adoption of a supermajority vote rule for judicial nominations by the Senate would be viewed as an encroachment on presidential authority and therefore a violation of the separation of powers. But the Senate could exercise its Article 1, Section 5 power to determine the rules of its proceedings and use a filibuster rule to effectively require a supermajority vote. 76 Until this year, 60 votes were needed to close debate on a Supreme Court nomination. The cloture rule could be modified to require 67 votes, and if it were employed strictly, could ensure that any nomination would have the support of both Democrats and Republicans. 77
B. Ideologically Balanced Courts
Since Congress has authority to determine the number of Justices on the Supreme Court and the number of judges on the circuit courts of appeal, 78 legislation could set the number of seats on each appellate court at an even number.
As mentioned earlier, we could ensure a 50-50 split between conservative and liberal Justices or judges by creating two judicial nominating commissions, one with Democratic Senators, and the other with Republican Senators. The analysis for adopting the two commissions parallels that for the single judicial nominating commission for moderate Justices or judges. The Senate could exercise its advisory role on judicial nominations to establish the commissions, and it could exercise its consenting role to make clear that it would approve only those nominees recommended by its commissions. However, a constitutional amendment would be needed to require the president to select nominees from the commissions' recommendations. A constitutional amendment also would be needed to eliminate Senate confirmation so as to prevent a Senate majority from blocking the ideological nominees of a president from the other party. 
C. Ideologically Balanced Decisions
Per constitutional text, Congress seems to have the power to enact legislation imposing a supermajority voting requirement on the Supreme Court. According to Article III, Section 2, of the Constitution, the Supreme Court exercises its appellate jurisdiction "under such regulations as the Congress shall make." And the Judiciary Act of 1789 includes many regulations for the federal judiciary.
The main argument against a legislated supermajority requirement would rest on principles of the separation of powers. If Congress can require a supermajority vote instead of a simple majority, it can better insulate its actions from judicial review. On the other hand, one could argue that constitutional challenges should have to persuade more than a mere majority of Justices. As the Supreme Court regularly observes, legislation passed by Congress carries a strong presumption of constitutionality. 79 The Supreme Court and the courts of appeals could adopt a policy of consensual decision making on their own. Chief Justice John Roberts has promoted a norm of decision making based on broad agreement, 80 and European constitutional courts have developed policies of consensual decision making on their own. The Supreme Court observed a norm of consensual decision making for most of its history. 81 Until 1941, the Justices typically spoke unanimously-dissents were written in only about 8% of cases. Now, one or more Justices dissent in about 60% of cases. 82
VII. CONCLUSION
It is difficult to defend the current process for selecting Supreme Court Justices. Allowing one side of the ideological divide to gain majority control of the Court treats the minority unfairly, exacerbates political polarization, and increases the chances of unwise decisions. The system is broken and only getting worse, as 
